Multi-purpose capillary electrophoresis system with concentration gradient detection.
A robust, inexpensive and versatile capillary electrophoresis (CE) system for routine and rapid analysis is reported, which consists of a rugged cartridge holding a 20-mum i.d. 15-cm long capillary, and an inexpensive, universal and sensitive concentration gradient detector. The design of the cartridge simplifies the sample introduction process and makes it possible to perform many separation modes, including moving boundary capillary electrophoresis (MBCE), capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), capillary isotachophoresis (CITP) and capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF), on the same system. This arrangement provides more information about a sample's components since analytes can be separated by different modes performed on the same CE system. The detector only consists of a low-power HeNe laser, or laser diode, and a photodiode position sensor. Amino acids and proteins of 10(-6)-10(-3)M concentration can be separated by different capillary electrophoretic modes, and detected directly by the detector. The universal detector shows particularly good sensitivity when applied to CE separation modes having self-concentration and focusing effects. Femtomoles of proteins were separated and detected with CIEF. In addition, a short and narrow capillary allows use of high electrical fields which facilitate rapid separations. Four amino acids at millimolar concentrations were fully separated and detected in less than 80 sec by the MBCE mode when a high electric field was applied. The physical size of the whole system is much smaller than that of conventional CE instruments with UV absorbance or fluorescence detector.